
Reference
on the operation of magnetic-impluse installation IM produced by RPE "MITEK" LLC 

Earlier  at  Olimpiada  Mining  and  Processing  Company  JSC "Polyus"  was  the  problem with
ensuring a continuous and uniform output of ore from four receiving hoppers. As a result of material
sticking to the walls of the hoppers and the formation of arches, the throughput of the hoppers was
reduced, that led to a decrease in the volume of processed material, downtime for cleaning to resume
material supply and, finally, to financial losses. 

Until July 2014, the electromechanical vibrators were used to solve the problem of cleaning the
walls of hoppers. The frequent failures on electrics and mechanics, as well as the destruction of hoppers
walls  in the places where the vibrators were attached, led to the search for alternative methods of
cleaning. The preference was expressed for the magnetic-impulse method, as the most modern and
efficient one."MITEK" company was selected a supplier among the other manufacturers, having the
greatest experience (more than 22 years) of successful implementations on hoppers, identical to those
ones operated at Olimpiada Mining and Processing Company. 

In July 2014, four receiving hoppers of crushed ore of Ore Preparation and Ore Benefication
Section at Gold Extraction Factory were equipped by one magnetic-impulse installation IM4-1,8-16
with processing of all the four sides of each hopper by impulse action. The task of equipping was
complicated  by  the  extensive  ribbing  of  hoppers  walls,  the  presence  of  a  metal  lining  of  40  mm
thickness, the high humidity of the loaded material,  as well as its possible freezing to the walls in
winter. The original technical solutions used by "MITEK" specialists when mounting the installation
IM enabled to solve the problem and ensure efficient cleaning of the hoppers walls from adhering and
frozen ore. 

The mounting of equipment enabled to completely eliminate the downtime of the technological
system due to clogging of hoppers, as well as the need for mechanical cleaning with use of manual
labor. Herewith, the operation of the installation IM in the automatic mode exempts the maintenance
staff from the need to be distracted from their main activities for work towards cleaning the hoppers. 

Over the period of operation, IM4-1,8-16 installation has proved itself as a high-performance and
reliable  in  course  of  operation  not  requiring  the  repair  and  maintenance  costs,  with  a  convenient
operation mode and ease of setup. It is also necessary to note the non-contact method of impacting the
hopper walls and the presence of protection against emergency operation.  

In the near future, JSC "Polyus" plans to further equip hoppers and chutes with highly efficient
and reliable installations IM manufactured by "MITEK". 

Respects,

Head of Olimpiada Gold Extraction Factory                                    S. Kashtanov  






